
What are they?
Voice only – these come in two types: an all-inclusive 
package for £4.50 per month, which includes unlimited 
calls and text messages to UK mobiles and landlines, 
and a zero-line-rental option that has competitive rates 
suitable for infrequent users.

Voice and data – this entry-level tariff is ideal for  
users who have modest data needs or who are more 
likely to use wifi than 4G to access digital services.  
It’s available as a simple, fixed charge per user for £5.50 
per month for 100MB of bundled data or £7.50/month 
for 500MB of bundled data. With unlimited voice and 
text messaging, there are no bill shocks, as data usage 
is capped each month, so users can’t inadvertently incur 
additional charges.

No.10 Tariff – this is exclusive to the public and third 
sectors and gives users £100 towards a device and access 
to unlimited voice and secure 4G data. All for just £10 per 
user per month. There is also the option of adding data 
aggregation for just £2 per month per subscription,  
which can be shared across your connections.

It’s easy
Switching from your current contract is easy – we’ll do 
everything for you. And these tariffs are only available  
on the NSF for public and third sector organisations.  
At the end of the term, you’ll have the option to keep  
the devices or upgrade to new ones. Or hand them in  
to O2 Recycle to get back some of their value.

4G-ready
With our voice and data tariffs and the No.10 Tariff, you 
get credit towards a 4G-ready device. This helps you 
accelerate your organisation’s digital plans and enables 
your people to do more when they’re out and about.  
4G is being rolled out across the country for your benefit.

You can check coverage in your area here:  
o2.co.uk/coveragechecker

We’ve created three new mobile voice and data tariffs that are easy to understand and flexible 
enough to meet the needs of all your users. They’re available on Direct Award under the Network 
Services Framework (NSF), which provides a quick and compliant procurement route.

Security is central for the public sector and to O2 and we’re the first mobile network provider to be certified to 
CESG’s CAS(T) standard. And we provide secure device return and data wiping for all handsets through O2 Recycle 
at no extra charge, with any residual value paid back to you.

Easy public sector tariffs

http://www.o2.co.uk/coveragechecker
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* If you prefer to cap your data allowance. Unavailable with Private APNs.
** More information available here.

Get in contact 
Give us a call if you have any questions or want  
to get started in switching over to one of our  
three public sector tariffs. Just call 0800 955 5590, 
email publicsector@businesso2.co.uk or visit  
o2.co.uk/publicsector

Why O2?
We provide a simple, transparent and cost-effective 
procurement process for all public and third sector 
organisations. From tablets and apps, to m2m 
connectivity and managed services, we have it all to 
offer. We’re an approved provider through the NSF 
and G-Cloud 7 Framework, and are CAS(T) accredited.

Our charges
Details Voice only Voice and data No.10

Zero line All-inclusive 100MB 500MB No.10 No.10 Extra No.10 Tablet

Subs £0 £4.50 £5.50 £7.50 £10 £2.50–£10 £10

Credit £0 £50 £50 £60 £100 £100 £125

Inclusive data

n/a

100MB 500MB 1GB 2/3/5GB 5GB

Additional data options More data available More data available

Out of bundle data charges 2.5p per MB 2.5p per MB

Data capping Available* Available*

Data roaming default n/a n/a
Europe = Default cap**

ROW = Default cap**

Europe = Default cap**

ROW =Default cap**

International/Roamed voice Per Enterprise RRP Per Enterprise RRP Per Enterprise RRP n/a

Data aggregation Not available £2/month/subscription

What’s an APN?
APN stands for Access Point Name. There are two types, 
Standard and Private, and your choice of tariff depends 
on your APN. When a device sends or receives data over  
a mobile network, the APN helps the network decide 
how to act and manage that data. 

• Standard APN is the default and means we can track 
your usage and ensure there are no surprises, by 
alerting you to heavy usage or by capping your usage

• Private APNs give you more security by not using the 
public internet to connect to corporate data. However, 
we’re unable to track usage when you’re not using the 
public internet, and so are unable to provide alerts or 
domestic or roaming usage caps

What’s data aggregation?
Data aggregation is a new way to make better use 
of your company’s data. For an additional £2 per 
month subscription, we will aggregate your entire 
organisation’s individual data allowances into one 
big pot. That means it doesn’t matter if some of your 
employees go over their limit, as they can use additional 
data from their community.

http://www.o2.co.uk/business/products-and-services/business-international/going-abroad-on-business/standard-rates-for-going-abroad
http://www.o2.co.uk/enterprise/sectors/public-sector

